FHS HUSKY GOLF
Golf requires good conduct and proper sportsmanship by players at
all practices, tournaments and events
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Always...
Count all strokes. Cheating is not tolerated. Disciplinary action will be taken for cheating.
Use decent language, display a good attitude, and show proper behavior.
Respect and care for the golf course, other people and their property.
Dress code - wear the Husky golf uniform during tournament play, otherwise appropriate shirts for
practice. Mid- thigh length tailored shorts or long pants, and spikeless shoes. Tank tops, tee
shirts, blue jeans and sandals are not permitted. Shirts must stay tucked in for the duration of a
meet. Team Shirts are purchased for $25 each. Additional items may include team shorts and hats.
Stand still and be quiet when someone is hitting.
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Be ready to play when it is your turn.
Replace your divots and smooth out sand traps.
Watch everyone’s ball and help search for it.
Don’t step on the line of another’s putt.

on the course...
Know the ball you are playing and identify it with a special marking.
Place your clubs on the side of the green nearest the next tee.
Repair your ball mark and one other.
Place a ball marker right behind your ball.
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Know and play by the rules of golf.

FHS Golf Team
Every effort will be made by the coaching staff to fairly evaluate each players
abilities and place them on an appropriate skill level team.
Team, player ranking and eligible tournament play will follow these guidelines
based on the total number of eligible players:
Team Level
Varsity
JV
C Team

Tournament Eligibility
11 (198 Hole maximum)
Limited to tournaments identified as JV Only
Guaranteed 1 tournament

A player must participate in 5 varsity level tournaments in order to
earn a varsity letter in golf.
Initial qualifying will be held the first week of the season. Coaches will determine
qualifying format to be used.
Coaches may move players onto different levels of
participation based on performance, participation and conduct.

